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written material herein is

meant merely as a supplement to

the oreative project, a factual

record of aecoa^lishisent.
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IllTRODtJCTIOH TO THE CREATIVE PROJECT

T«xtllea always hawe baen dafinltl^e of an ago. To aoo

an Satire toile is to sonse the sweep of the Hapoleonie era,

with its return to the cold aiagnificenoe of claasieal tisws,

and its expanding iaaperial domination; to see a Modernistic

textile is to feel the chaotic struggle for constants after

the first World War. Today, just as ewer, art in any font

is a result of, and must reveal its own period. The design

of present-day textiles can be no exception. Conten^orary

fabrics must express the bold freedom, the extreme casual-

1M38, the swift pace, the political eiigpansion, and the arro-

grace of a young nation now more powerful than any other in

tlie world.

Architecture was one of the first art forms to begin

creation in terms of our present. It began a return to tiM

essentials of structure, accepted change as an inevitable

element of man and his environment, took dynamic rather than

static qualities as a basis for life. The result today is

an ever-changing architecture that demands attention from

every o^er art form.

GonteaQ)orary architecture is an articulation of space



rounded on tlse basio equilibrium of horlsontal and Tertleal

eoopfaeee* Ratioer than being conceived In terms of solidity

and mass. It Is conceived in terms of composition of Izifin-

Ite variety within space; just as space In modem physics Is

relative to a moving point, so la space In contemporary ar

chitecture relative to a moving, functioning life of man In

flux.

Problems In modem architecture are never Identical,

but there are constants of theory which underly each pro

blem. Architecture Is considered an organism which plas

tically grows from the Inside out, as In nature Itself, re

sulting In the most logical structure for the demands of tl»

human In his envlr^oment. Man Is no longer considered an

absolute Individual, but Instead, a social Individual who Is

relative to what goes on about him. Structures are now

built for the present, not for the future generations to

whom architecture will have a new meaning. The nucleous of

architecture, therefore, arises from the demands of the site,

to the needs of the social Individual, to the structure of

the state, to the world as affected by apace and time. Or

der Is one of the dooiinant huiMui needs, so particulars are

subordinated to the whole to form a unity In which saneness

and aymaetry of being predominate.

For these reasons modern architecture stresses function
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and atructare and beauty. These in tum Includoj adapta>

billty, which allows addition; flexibility, which allows

change within upon demand; space articulation, which gives a

simultaneous relationship between the outside and the inside,

a feeling of spaciousness as a result of harmonious relation

ships of scale; the use of new and local materials for them

selves to gain an affinity with the earth and for the enrich

ment of the plain surface; and, the emphasis upon light, hy

gienics, ease, naturalness, and informality.

Through all these things conteaporary architecture

strives to create a precision instrument idiose function is

aiding men to gain the greatest benefit out of life, to form

an organism patterned to human needs as a result of both a

e<mseious plan and an emotional response to space and time.

This movement in architecture has necessitated a refor

mation in the design of textiles employed in interiors. The

need for eoapetent and creative designers in the textile

field is obvious. Even today there is too little concern

for the basic function of textiles, for the design of tex

tiles appearing in actual use, for the relationship of tex

tiles to the total architectural plan. The apparently in

exhaustible market for fabrics has caused manufacturers to

base their lines on sales and the catch phrase "public taste"



rather than on ^e validity of good design. This is the

eause for a flood of period copies and floral pieces that

neither express the feeling of sodem life nor have any cor

relation with the function they must perform in contes^orary

interiors. Just as there is no place for unrelated decor

ation in modem architecture, there is no place for the un

related, purely decorative fabric. There have been periods

in the past when textiles were used for their aesthetic

appeal alone, but eonteosporary life demands that fabrics be

functional as well as aesthetic. That is their reason for

being. Textiles can define the basic foras of the total and

the particular parts of the architectural whole, can offer

flexible walls, can integrate the entire architectural

effect, and can control light upon demand. Textiles too can

create added space esqperiences, can supply color where it is

needed, can create a greater variety of texture for further

interest, and can please both the senses and the intellect

at the saBsm time. Thus, eontes^orary textiles, in addition

to their purely aesthetic qualities, should be considered

constituent elements of the cosplete architectural design.

The artist-craftsman of this creative project haa de

signed his textiles with the above theories as a basis.

The artist has sought in this project to create prin-



ted textiles for eontei^orary interiors through organization

and strueture within space. To build in space he has regar

ded the fabric itself the center of the spatial field and

has allowed a controlled play of opposing forces behind, be

fore, and through this field. He has related the positive

space to the negative i^ace, making the void as important a

consideration as the solid. To aid in the control of space,

he has employed the scale variations, the inertia, the ten

sions, the overlapping, the Interpenetration, and the trans

parency of planes and lines. He has accentuated color,

taking into account both the physical properties and the

psychological functions native to color. He has stressed

the natural texture of the material upon which the designs

were printed, the specific texture within toe desigpas them

selves, and the total textural effects of entix>e printed

samples. Be has sought unity and rhythm and move^nt in the

single design motif as sNSll as the entire printed saa^le by

means of repetition and variation of the elements with which

he worked. He has attes^ted to maintain the qualities in

herent in printed textiles, both as they appear In the total

flat design area and as they appear in a particular function.

Be has tried to achieve vitality through boldness of con

trast as irall as through subtlety of relationships. Rea

lizing that all elements In each design have a dynamic inter-



relationship, he has conslheired relativity <me of the fore

most qualities of organisation, to increase interest in

this creative project, and because he did not have i^ecific

practical problems, such as conmiissions, with which to work,

he has atteopted to design for as great a variety of situa

tions as possible within the limits of the han^rint pro-

eesses for textiles.

ths fsbrics in this projeet^ handprinted by both ths

silk scxeen process and the linoleum handblock method, have

been Gtosigned for eithex* ooimiercial mass production or hand

printed commission sales. Actually there is no eoapromise

between industry and art in such a case. Though custom de

signs for a single specific problem are financially out of

the question for most of the general public, such designs

are ii^ortant in that they can bring to the attention of

manufacturers and consuamrs alike the current developments

and applications of design in the textile fields. In that

way they are Invaluable because they can aid greatly in rai

sing the ntandarda of design in eoasK>rolal industry. The

period in which we live is capable of utilizing han^rinted

fabrics, as proved by a few modern designers, but more im

portant is the fact that just such handprints already have

had sose influence in bringing about better designs in the



flold ot coaaerciftl textiles# As ppodacts toT eoaa^ssloii

designing the textile sai^les In this project actually are

inoooplete; every architectural problem demands a solution

peculiar to its own requirements# However* the artist has

considered the general theories of cont«iporai^ architecture

a sound basis from which to take his problems# The artist

feels that the textiles in this project are ooic^lete for

production in comaerclal Industry#

Thus, the result of this creative project are textiles

for either mass production or custom handprinting designed to

be aesthetically and functionally consistent with modern life

and conten^orary architecture#
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THE CRlATITfE PROJECT

Following i« a list of colopsd slides wliieh ape a eo«-

plete record of tMs creative project; ttiey are on file in

tl» library ©f the Departaient of Architec tore and Allied

Arts of ths Onivarsity of Oregont
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